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BUMPER CORN AND SOYBEAN CROPS PREDICTEDLARGE CARRY-OVER STOCKS ADD TO ABUNDANT
SUPPLY

result of exceptionally favorable late summer growing
conditions.

The Ninth Federal Reserve District appears to
be leading the nation in displaying this year’s surprising
development of large crops of corn and soybeans. Recent
estimates by the Department of Agriculture show 1968
district production of these commodities the district’s
second and third largest cash crops, respectively at
approximately 487 million bushels of corn, or 107 percent of last year’s production, and 92 million bushels of
soybeans, or 116 percent of the year-ago level. Total
national production of corn was expected to be 97 percent of last year’s record level. The corresponding estimate of the soybean crop was 110 percent.
These estimates represent significant upward revisions from the Department’s original estimates of 1968
crops which were: corn, 94 percent of the 1967 level for
both the district and the nation, and soybeans, 109 percent, also for both the district and the nation. It appears
obvious, now, that these revisions were called for as a

Adding to the large 1968 district supplies are
unusually large stocks carried over from last year’s
production. Also, a greater-than-usual share of these
carry-over stocks were reported as being held on farms.
The large hold-over on farms in the Ninth district together with this year’s expected large supplies of corl
and soybeans have likely caused farmers to market
these commodities heavily during harvest primarily because of a lack of available farm storage space, Heavy
farm marketing now would be an additional downward
force on local prices which are already considerably depressed by low general price levels. (Averages of representative weekly cash prices at Chicago for the
month of October were $1.06 1/8 oer bushel for #2 yellow corn and $2.46 3/4 per bushel for #1 yellow soybeans.) These two situations, large district supplies and
low general levels of prices, are expected to add up to
relatively low returns to the corn and soybean producer
in the Ninth district this year. On the other hand, they
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will offer some higher potential returns for firms with
commodity storage space available,
Harvesting of corn In the district is generally b&
hind normal stages for this date and much of the crop is
high in moisture content. Both are due to wet weather
which occurred earlier in the harvest period, lithe re
mainder of the harvesting operations are forced to proceed without the benefit of dry weather, returns for
the production of corn in the district could be further re
duced by field losses and quality discounts. Since customary discount procedures deduct a larger percent of
value from low-priced corn than from higher priced corn,
the potential percentage of reduction in total return to
producers of this year’s district corn crop due to poor
~iallty is large by comparison to other years.
Some abnormally high field losses have already
been reported for soybeans, but the effect on the size of
of the harvest Is not yet known. It appears that, generally, there has yet been no significant deterioratim In
quality of district soybeans as a result of weather conditions.

TOTAL LOANS AND INVESTMENTS RISE AS HOLDINGS OF SECURITIES INCREASE
Total loans and investments at Ninth district
member banks rose sharply in September following a seasonal advance during August. The pickup in the pace of
bank credit expansion was concentrated entirely In the
investment sector as holdings of both U. S. Treasury and
other (primarily municipal and Federal agency) securities rose sharply after having declined during August.

OütsfáiidlnjFóáñs advanced at a seasonal rate during
September somewhat slower than the pace maintained
during the preceding month. Apparently the easing in the
rate of loan growth represented only a pause for breath
because recent reports point to a renewed surge during
-

the early weeks of October. The larger city banks, In
particular, have reported an unusually sharp increase In
demand during October which extends to all major loan
categories but is especially vigorous In business loans
and loans to sales finance and personal finance companies. Strength in these two sectors may reflect increased
activity in automobile sales with expanded financing to
auto dealers and to firms that make auto Installment
loans to consumers.
Time deposits continued to flow into district
member banks during September at the same rapid pace
recorded during August. Again, as during August, the unusually heavy inflow reflected strength in both smaller,
consumer-oriented time deposits such as savings certlflcates, and larger, negotiable certificates of deposit
which are tailored to the needs of corporations and local
governments. Time deposit inflow apparently did not
weaken in the early weeks of October as a slowdown in
the inflow of large negotiable CD’s has apparently been
offset by a heavier inflow of consumer-type CD’s.

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY SLOWS
RATE MOVES UPWARD

-

UNEMPLOYMENT

ThIrd quarter business conditions in the Ninth
Federal Reserve District point to a slowdown in district
economic activity, as most important district indicators
failed to show any significant improvement over levels
set during this year’s first two quarters. Offsetting
movements in the major employment sectors resulted in a
leveF of total wage and salary employment in the district
which was virtually unchanged from levels set during
this year’s first two quarters. This is in contrast to the
the national economy where wage and salary employment
has continued to advance throughout the year.

The district unemployment rate during the first
two months of the third quarter averaged slightly above
3.8 percent which is three tenths of one percent above
the second quarter figure. A decrease in the civilian

work force, by one percent from the second quarter to the
third, was a contrIbuting factor to the Increase In the unemployment rate. This reflects, at least in part, a slow
down in district employment opportunities,
Ninth district industrial activity showed signs of
leveling off In the third quarter. This was one of the primary reasons for the relative weakness in district employment. Manufacturing employment has slowed substantially after being one of the main elements in the
strong upward movement during the latter part of 1967
and early 1968. The third quarter employment level in
manufacturing within the district was down at an annual
rate of 1.2 percent from the second quarter. These figures are consistent with sales projections made earlier
by respondents to our Quarterly Industrial Expectations
Survey with regard to both the district performance re
lative to Its recent history, as well as the national performance.
Very moderate increases in Ninth district trade
and service employment during the third quarter helped
to offset decreases in other sectors of the district economy. In this respect the district economy has been following the same trend as the nation, for it was unexpected third quarter increases in consumer spending
that recently have been stimulating the national economy. Also contributing to the third quarter slowdown
was the fact that employment in the government sector,
a relatively large employer in the district, was essentially unchanged from the second quarter level.

MIXED TRENDS EXHIBITED BETWEEN BUILDING
AND NON-BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Construction activity in the Ninth district began
its usual fall slowdown in September. The downturn,
however, was less than normal as employment adjusted
for seasonal factors rose about 1 percent to reach 95,600
at mid-September, about the same increase as was experienced in August. This represents the second consecutive monthly gain following the downtrend throughout the second quarter. Construction employment in
September was about 2 percent above the year-ago level,
but the increase since last year has not been uniform among all sectors. Increases in employment have occurred in building construction while employment in the
non-building sector is lower than a year ago.
Reflecting the continuing recovery in the housing industry in the Ninth district, the number of housing
units authorized through building permits rebounded in
September after falling in August. After adjusting for
seasonal influences, the number of housing units authorized during the third quarter was more than 10 percent
greater than during the second quarter and 3 percent
~ig~erthan during the third quarter last year.
The non-residential sector of the Ninth district

construction industry, Including both building and nonbuilding construction, does not seem to be expanding as
rapidly as residential construction. Although the value
of construction contracts awarded in the district Increased by 1 percent during the third quarter, the gain
was much smaller than the increase experienced in the
second quarter and was substantially less than the gain
recorded in the housing sector.
Mortgage interest rates for new homes in the Mmneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan area continued to increase during September. Even though mortgage rates
stabilized for the nation, interest rates in the Mmnneapolis-St. Paul area rose 5 basis points to a record-breaking
7.47 percent. Last September, the average mortgage interest rate was 6.69 percent. Because of a slowing down
in the rate of savings inflow to thrift institutions and a
continuing strong demand for mortgage funds, interest
rates are expected to remain relatively constant at
least through the rest of this year.
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NOTES For explanation of footnotes, source and other note, used In volume
2, No. ii (Novenber issue), see volume 2, No. 8 (Au9u,t Issue).

MEASURES OF BANK LIQUIDITY FOR COMMERCIAL BANKS

NOTE:
Basic reserves equal excess reserves minus borrowings
from Federal Reserve Banks minus purchases (net of
sales) of federal funds. When basic reserves are negative (positive) the descriptive term used is basic reserve
deficit (surplus).

